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CYCLING PROFICIENCY?

INTRODUCTION
The Mayor made bold promises to improve
conditions for cycling in London during his
election campaign.1
He pledged to triple the number of miles of
protected cycle lanes on London’s roads and
give a Mini-Holland to every London borough
that wanted one.
The Mayor’s promises – if met – would have let
him build on the work done by his predecessor
on the Cycle Superhighways and Better
Junctions programmes.
The Mayor has now had two and a half years
to deliver on his promises.
Yet when I am out and about most people tell
me their cycle commute is as dangerous as
ever. People are still too afraid to take their
families out for a ride on hectic streets and
people who would like to switch to a bike
simply won’t do so because they don’t feel safe
cycling in London.
I use the newly completed section of Cycle
Superhighway 6 to commute to City Hall.
Thousands of people share the route with me.
I’m glad this Mayor has completed some of the
half-finished cycle lanes the last Mayor started.
When properly protected routes are built in
London, people use them and love them.

So, what has the Mayor been doing to meet
his promises on cycling since his election?
I have scrutinised his cycle spending plans and
programmes and looked for evidence of him
achieving a fair geographic spread of cycle
projects. I also wanted to see him showing signs
of genuine leadership on this agenda.
What I have found is an inadequate cycle
budget in danger of going unspent. 2 High
profile but short sections of new cycle lane in
inner and central London but very little in the
suburbs. And a vacuum of leadership.
The momentum built under his predecessor has
slipped away and this report should be a wakeup call to the Mayor.
Time is running out for him to act to make it
easier and safer to cycle in London.
Caroline Russell AM
November 2018

But these outstanding bits of infrastructure
have been built on under nine per cent of the
roads under the Mayor’s control and are
overwhelmingly in central and inner London.
The reality is that most people riding bikes in
London continue to struggle without a
protected lane on clogged roads, brushing up
against aggressive motorised traffic.
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IS THE MAYOR SPENDING ENOUGH ON CYCLING?
In November 2016 I urged the Mayor to
invest £1.55 billion in cycling and walking,
equivalent to 15 per cent of the total expected
investment in capital transport projects during
his first term, to transform London’s streets for
people who get around on foot and by bike.3
The Mayor instead pledged to maintain annual
cycle spending at around £155m4 – the level
seen at the end of Boris Johnson’s second
term.5 He later said he would spend an average
of £169m per year from 2018/19 until 2022/23
which sounded a little better.6
However, the Mayor has pushed the bulk of
spending into the latest of these years when he
may not still be in office. So, when he boasts of
a record average spend, he is celebrating
spending that has not happened yet. On top of
this, just £111m was budgeted for 2018/19 –
more than £40m less than his promised annual
average – and it is unclear if he will end up
spending this or pushing it into future years.7
Past Mayors let spending on cycling slip. My
predecessor Darren Johnson AM challenged
this when schemes were repeatedly ‘rephased’
and projects ‘reprofiled’ but nothing built. The
previous TfL Commissioner admitted this
underspending was “embarrassing”8 and the
London Assembly passed a unanimous motion
in 2015 saying it was “unacceptable for

TfL to repeatedly not spend its allocated budget
on cycling.”9
Londoners won’t judge the Mayor on how
much he hopes to spend on cycling in future.
They will judge him on whether he builds the
cycle lane promised for their neighbourhood or
makes the intimidating local junction safe.

What now?
No new Cycle Superhighway schemes have
broken ground under Sadiq Khan. In June 2017
the Mayor promised his Cycling Delivery Plan
would be out by winter yet he has let it slip
again and again.10 A Cycling Action Plan with
details of delivery is now due by the end of
2018 – well over halfway through his term.11
He must publish this before the end of 2018.
Soon after I highlighted his lack of cycle plans
he announced six new routes in January 201812
but these may not be built until 2023.13 The
London Assembly Transport Committee asked
for a detailed design, consultation and
construction timetable for these routes but this
has not materialised.14 It must be published
this year, with route completion dates brought
forwards, not pushed five years into the
future.
The Deputy Mayor for Transport,
Heidi Alexander, said she would
“supercharge” cycle delivery.15
She should show she’s serious
by getting the Mayor to publish
these delayed plans.
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WHERE IS THE MAYOR SPENDING ON CYCLING?
The Mayor aims for 80 per cent of journeys in
London to be made by walking, cycling and
public transport by 2041.
To hit this target he is relying on walking and
cycling journeys in outer London increasing
from the current 60 per cent to 75 per cent.16
The scale of change needed in the suburbs is far
greater than in inner and central London where
relatively small increases are needed.

that reaches outer London is the 8 km Camden
to Tottenham Hale route.21
My investigation into outer London junctions
revealed just how hostile the road network in
outer boroughs really is and the desperate
need for investment in safer conditions for
walking and cycling.22

The potential for change is also greatest in the
suburbs. 61 per cent of London’s unmet cycling
potential is in outer London.17
New Cycle Superhighways supposed to connect
inner and outer London, like CS4 and CS9, have
been truncated or got stuck.18 Without giving
people an appealing alternative to driving, such
as safe cycle routes, they could stick to using
cars and the Mayor will fail to hit his target.
CS9 was first proposed 10 years ago but people
in Brentford and Chiswick are still waiting.19 The
Mayor has failed to take forward this route
despite the consultation showing, over a year
ago, that 60 per cent of people support it.20
It is unfair that while my inner London daily
commute has been transformed by CS6 no such
protected route exists if you live in Hounslow.
Where the Mayor invests money to improve
cycling is as important as how much he
spends.
While the six new routes he has announced are
spread around London, only two are due to be
built in this Mayoralty and the only one

Of the 73 junctions identified by their poor
safety records:
21 were improved by the previous Mayor –
only two in outer London
33 junctions are due to be improved – only two
in outer London
19 new junctions will be reviewed – only two in
outer London23
At the April 2017 London Assembly Transport
Committee meeting I told the Mayor’s cycling
czar Will Norman that the Mayor had got his
priorities wrong by neglecting outer London in
his plans to fix dangerous junctions.24
I urge the Mayor to look beyond collision data
and consider the potential to increase levels of
walking and cycling when selecting junctions
to improve.
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MY VERDICT ON THE MAYOR’S PROGRAMMES
I’ve checked the Mayor’s progress on each of
his cycling programmes.

Cycle Superhighways
The Mayor told me he inherited 50 km of
protected bike lanes, meaning he would have
to build 100 km more to meet his pledge.25
However, he admitted he’d only built 10 km of
properly protected bike lanes when I
questioned him in June this year – less than 500
metres per month since his election.26
He also told me he would build 30 km more
through the Quietways, Mini-Holland and
Central London Grid programmes.27
However, only continuous, properly segregated
lanes like Cycle Superhighways help him meet
his election pledge. Any lanes built under these
other programmes will not give people the
security they need by protecting them from
fast-flowing motorised traffic.
To have any chance of meeting his promise, he
needs to bust the logjams that have caused
superhighway routes to stall and publish more
plans for new segregated routes.

Safer Junctions
In April 2017 the Mayor announced he would
make 73 junctions safer. But by August 2018
London Cycling Campaign (LCC) had complained
that only two junctions were up to scratch.28
In September 2018 he promised an “ambitious
Safer Junctions delivery programme for
2019/20” and said, “I plan to announce further
completion targets later this year.”29

Londoners want to see the Mayor meet this
promise and publish the delivery programme
and the targets by the end of this year.
But if these match this unambitious assessment
by TfL of how much the Mayor plans to do to fix
bad junctions, Londoners will be disappointed.
“Of the 73 (junctions), 24 have been
completed to date…Feasibility design has
commenced on the first of the 19 junctions
where no prior investigations have taken
place, and a further five Safer Junction
locations have been accelerated for delivery
by May 2020. Of the 73, 49 are due for
completion by end of 2021/22.”
Transport for London HR, Safety and
Sustainability Panel report, Sept 2018
This shows the Mayor is only just getting
started on reviewing the new junctions he
promised to look at in April 2017. A third of
problem junctions won’t even be finished until
after his term has ended and he is fastforwarding just a handful for completion by
May 2020.
Blackfriars junction has been transformed,
making daily trips easier for thousands of
Londoners. When junctions get safer, they are
well used. But there have been too few
junction success stories under Sadiq Khan,
despite evidence that the bulk of injuries
happen to people cycling at junctions.
The Mayor must commit, in his delivery
programme, to completing more junctions by
May 2020 and promise to finish all
investigations of new junctions by then.
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Quietways
Quietways are less direct routes on the city’s
backstreets. They suit some people but should
not be a substitute for high volume, direct
routes like Cycle Superhighways.
However, the Mayor is overwhelmingly
focusing on Quietways, that seem easier to
implement, over properly segregated lanes.
He has delivered 15 km of Quietways and says
there are now more than 140 km of these
routes in London.30 Quietways do not involve
building the same level of new infrastructure as
Cycle Superhighways and some of the changes
are minor, such as wayfinding.
The quality of Quietways is patchy. Many
routes have ‘critical fails’ meaning there are
points on the route that are not safe and joined
up.31 The Mayor must publish Supplementary
Planning Guidance for cycling once the final

new London Plan has been published. This
would allow him to insist that boroughs and
developers follow minimum standards.32
TfL should be making Quietways safe for
vulnerable road users like children and older
people. They are obliged to do this under the
Equalities Duty.
Car parking must be deprioritised and goods
deliveries managed properly to make
Quietways truly attractive and get as many
people using them as possible.
Filtering traffic with bollards and planters could
be done more to cut traffic levels. This has
worked particularly well in Walthamstow
Village.
People told me as soon as bollards were in
place small children were out scooting in the
streets, reclaiming them as a play area.
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Liveable Neighbourhoods
The Mayor originally promised a Mini-Holland
for every borough that wanted one. The
Liveable Neighborhoods programme has since
replaced Mini-Hollands, and when bidding for
the first round of Liveable Neighbourhoods
funding opened in 2018 almost every borough
applied for a grant but only seven won.33
If the fund was shared equally each borough
would get £4m – a fraction of the £30m
granted to the three original Mini-Hollands.
The Mayor has started using the term MiniHolland again, claiming there are 103 of these
schemes ongoing.34 However the projects

listed, for example the Green Lanes A105 cycle
route in Enfield, are fragments of schemes
rather than whole networks of routes over a
wide area, as Mini-Hollands were originally
conceived.35
The Mayor should boost the Liveable
Neighbourhoods budget to match the original
Mini-Holland funding and provide support to
losing boroughs to get their bids up to
standard for funding.
Even if Cycle Superhighways are delayed this
would allow boroughs to get on and start
making their own networks of safe streets for
walking and cycling.

IS THE MAYOR SHOWING ENOUGH LEADERSHIP?
Two and a half years into the Mayor’s term
there’s very little time left for him to make up
lost ground and meet his promises on cycling.
When I raised concerns with him over the risk
of TfL underspending its cycling budget and
delays to walking and cycling schemes with him
he blamed bad consultations and plans that
councils don’t support.
He said he would be “very happy, if the
Assembly Member is able to persuade councils
and residents…If you are able to persuade all
these people who currently not unreasonably
want to talk to us about our plans, to
enable us to speed them up.”36
He has refused to take responsibility for his
own cycling agenda, leaving a vacuum of
leadership. The Mayor chose to make his
walking and cycling czar a TfL employee rather
than a GLA employee as was the case for the
last Cycling Commissioner, distancing him from
the Mayor’s core team.

The Mayor put air pollution on the agenda in
London and people now recognise the severity
of the problem, with poor air quality rated as
one of the worst things about living in the
city.37
Yet he does not seem to have the same will to
make the streets safe for cycling and walking
and cut traffic.
He has a strong Transport Strategy that – on
paper – promises smarter, less polluting ways
of travelling. But he is not translating the
ambition in that document into rapid action to
transform the streets.
We need a leader who will get Londoners,
boroughs and businesses on board with a
powerful vision for people-friendly streets and
who will make that change happen. The Mayor
is falling short of the mark.
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WHAT DO YOU THINK?
I would like to hear from Londoners about how the Mayor should improve cycling infrastructure across
London.
Please get in touch with me if you have any comments or suggestions.
Caroline Russell AM, Green Party Member of the London Assembly
E-mail:
Address:

Caroline.Russell@london.gov.uk
London Assembly, City Hall, London, SE1 2AA

Jessica Badger, researcher
Tel:
020 7983 4424
Email:
Jessica.Badger@london.gov.uk
This report sets out my views as an individual Assembly Member and not the agreed view of the entire
Assembly.
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